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Welcome

NOAH press briefing 26 March 2015
 Consumer attitudes to animal medicines
 NOAH’s response
 Brief update on EU veterinary medicines regulations
and medicated feed directive
 The NOAH manifesto

Research objectives

#1 To track changes in attitudes to animal medicines and vaccinations

#2 To understand why shoppers believe myths around medicines and

vaccines in animals

#3 To understand consumer reaction to NOAH communication

propositions that overcome the consumer myths

#4 To identify a course of action for the future
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Quantitative survey
• 1,007 interviews
• Face to face
• Representative of GB
population
• August 2014

PHASE 2

PHASE 1

Methodology
Qualitative focus groups
• 3 groups
• Enfield (Female, AB, older
family)
• Nottingham (Mixed, BC1, post
family)
• Leicester (Mixed, C1C2,
younger family)
• December 2014
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Horsemeat contamination shocked many consumers

Source: IGD Shopper Insight, September 2013; Images: http://www.telegraph.co.uk/
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Trust still lagging behind for quality and safety
% who say they agree strongly or slightly that the industry
provides products that are…
100%
...OF REASONABLE QUALITY

Horsemeat
90%

...THAT ARE SAFE TO EAT, DRINK OR
USE

80%

70%

...THAT DO WHAT THEY'RE MEANT
TO

60%

…TO PROVIDE COMPLETE AND
CLEAR INFORMATION

50%

...SUPPORT LOCAL FARMERS /
SUPPLIERS

40%

...TO SUPPORT LOCAL
COMMUNITIES

30%
NOV'12

MAR'13

Base: All main shoppers Jun’14

JUN'13

SEP'13

DEC'13

MAR'14

JUN'14

...TO LIMIT THEIR IMPACT ON THE
ENVIRONMENT
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Myth 1: Medicines being more necessary in intensive
farming
Animal medicines are more necessary in intensive farming
than in extensive farming

“You think of battery hens getting
ill and they are permanently on
drugs”

% agree or neither agree nor disagree

2014

93%

2012

90%

“If they are all in an enclosed
space and there is a disease going
around then you would have to
give them a lot of medication to
eradicate it quickly”
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Concern about rising population and intensive farming

“I am concerned about
intensive farming. We’re going
to need more food because
there’s going to be more
people.”
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Highest concern about animal living conditions
All concerns
1

Animal living conditions

2

Additives used in food

3

Hygiene in the factories

4

Hygiene on the farm

5

What the animals are fed

19%
19%

5

The impact of GM on food safety

19%
19%

7

The impact of pesticides on my health

7

Hygiene in the abattoirs

9

The distance the food has travelled

10 Use of medicines to stop animals becoming sick
10 Use of animal vaccinations
12 Use of medicines to make sick animals better

Base: All adults (n=1007)

39%

43%

29%
26%
26%
28%
17%

22%

19%
20%
17%

5%
13%
3%

8%

17%

2014
2012

8%
10%
7%
5%
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Myth 2: More believe growth hormones are used
Growth hormones are used in British farming to make animals
grow faster
% agree or neither agree nor disagree

2014

83%

2012

71%
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Majority believe growth hormones given to meet
rising demand and for profit

“Chickens are fatter and all
look the same on the shelf,
they must be given
something”

“They give them
growth hormones
to make them grow
faster”

“They grow them
quickly so they can
sell them quickly
and make more
money“
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Awareness of medicines and vaccinations has risen
Farm animals are
given medicines to
treat them when
they are sick

Farm animals are
given vaccinations to
prevent them from
getting sick

Farm animals are
given medicines to
prevent them from
getting sick

2014

83%

79%

75%

2012

78%

74%

69%

2008

80%

74%

68%

Base: All adults (n=1007)
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Myth 3: Vaccinations cause harm to people by getting
into food
Medicines including vaccinations cause harm to people by getting
into the food we eat
% agree or neither agree nor disagree

2014

81%

2012

72%
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Different concerns about medicines and vaccinations

“There is so much
cancer around. Why?
Is it because the
animals have been
pumped full of
drugs?”

“When you have a baby and
you breastfeed it, whatever
you have eaten goes into the
baby. It must work the same
for the meat that we eat”

“They [food industry]
promise everything is tested
and then we hear about the
horse meat scandal”

“They [food industry] have
been found out so many
times that we won’t believe
what they say”
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Media impacting shopper perceptions of medicines in
the food chain
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List of concerns about vaccines
Concerned that vaccines in animals will be
transferred into food

Change versus 2012
Concerns
-3%

I would like to know if dairy, meat and eggs
come from vaccinated animals

+4%

Vaccinations should only be given if incidences
of disease have been reported

+1%

Animal diseases should be controlled by culling
rather than vaccination

+4%

27%

25%

23%

12%

Base: All adults
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Many believe vaccines should be given to prevent disease
Change versus 2012
Benefits
It is good that vaccines are given to animals to
prevent disease

No change

42%

No change

Vaccinations should be given if there is any risk
of disease developing

We give our children vaccines so why not
animals
If other countries providing food to the UK
vaccinate then so should UK producers

+6%

+1%

40%

26%

+2%

+3%

23%

Base: All adults
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Myth 4: Antibiotics in animals make them less effective
for people
Use of antibiotics in animals makes them less effective for people
% agree or neither agree nor disagree

2014

81%

2012

76%
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Fear of increasing antibiotic resistance in humans
media led

“There was a programme on TV the
other day saying how we are
becoming more immune to
antibiotics. We will end up falling ill
or they will not work. Part of that is
because it is going into our food”
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SHOPPER PRIORITIES
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For most price is the key driver rather than ethics
Which of the following attributes were important in your decision to buy fresh meat?

1

Price

53%

2

Quality

35%

3

Familiarity

32%

4

Use by/sell by dates

32%

5

Taste/smell

26%

6

Promotions

23%

7

Origin

17%

8

Higher ethics

16%
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Many don’t want to know

“You may be trying to alleviate
some scaremongering, however, it
has the reverse effect. You may
cause more damage by focussing
on things that people don’t want to
know”

“it’s enough to turn me
vegetarian”
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TRUST
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More trust Government to inform about food safety

Change since 2012
First mentions

1 Food Standards Agency

19%

2 Government (DEFRA)

33%

+2
+7

3 Consumer groups (Which?, Consumer Focus)

8%

-4

4 Welfare bodied (RSPCA)

8%

+3

5 Butcher

6%

-6

6 Farmer
7 Supermarkets

4%
4%

-4
+2

8 Individuals (friends/family)

3%

+2

9 Media (TV celebrities)

3%

+1

10 Other

2%

No change

Base: All adults n= 1007
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Overall, increase in sources of trust
Change
since 2012

All mentions

1 Food Standards Agency

67%
51%

2 Government (DEFRA)

42%

3 Consumer groups (Which?, Consumer Focus)

40%

4 Welfare bodies (RSPCA)

31%

5 Farmers

28%

6 Butchers

24%

7 Supermarkets

+3

2012

2014

1.9

3.3

Average number of mentions
Base: All adults n= 1007

+11

+7

11%

None

+14

+11

9%

10 Other

+15

+16

19%

9 Media (TV celebrities)

+15

+15

22%

8 Individuals (friends/family)

+15
+18
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Who could deliver the message?
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Key points

Shoppers are more interested in their food, where it has come from and how
it is produced

Shoppers believe a number of myths about animal medicines and their
use in the food chain

NOAH is working with retailers and other food chain stakeholders to help
them respond to customer enquiries and to encourage them to get on the
front foot
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